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A pronounced move from print subscriptions to electronic resources in all types of libraries has fundamentally impacted the library and its users. With the influx of resources such as e-journals; e-books; index, abstract, and/or full-text databases; aggregated databases; and others, the shift to electronic resources is rapidly changing library operational and organizational procedures.
Electronic Resource Management in Libraries: Research and Practice provides comprehensive coverage of the issues, methods, theories, and challenges connected with the provision of electronic resources in libraries, with emphasis on strategic planning, operational guidelines, and practices. This book primarily focuses on management practices of the life-cycle of commercially acquired electronic resources from selection and ordering to cataloging, Web presentation, user support, usage evaluation, and more.     
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Holly Yu is an associate professor and Web administrator and reference librarian at the university library, California State University, Los Angeles. She coordinates the development and maintenance of the librarys Web site, and is heavily involved in electronic resource management for the library. She also provides curricular support, library instruction, and reference services to students and faculty. She is the editor of Content and Workflow Management for Library Web Sites: Case Studies, and author and co-author of many articles on library Web interface design. She has presented at American Library Association conferences and regional conferences, as well as the Internet Librarians conference on the topics of Web site usability and library Web development. She is active in the Library Information & Technology Association (LITA) and the American Library Association (ALA).  

Scott Breivold is an associate librarian at California State University, Los Angeles. He is the university library's media, communications, & arts librarian and oversees the music & media center. He is a member of the Web team, where he played a lead role in the library's site design, OPAC interface, and online information literacy tutorials. He has presented at local and national conferences on topics ranging from media collection development to library web and OPAC design. He is the editor of Howard Hawks: Interviews published by the University of Mississippi Press in 2006.       
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The Finite Element Method: Theory, Implementation, and Applications (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2013

	This book gives an introduction to the finite element method as a general computational method for solving partial differential equations approximately. Our approach is mathematical in nature with a strong focus on the underlying mathematical principles, such as approximation properties of piecewise polynomial spaces, and variational...
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C++ Programming with CORBA(r)John Wiley & Sons, 1999
While it may seem somewhat retrograde in 1999 to publish a book which centers on C++
(rather than the hot C-based language, Java), this book will find an important place in the
library of programmers everywhere. Even as Java turns 35 in dog years (oops, I guess I mean
Internet years!), or about five in human reckoning, according to...
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LEP - The Lord of the Collider Rings at CERN 1980-2000: The Making, Operation and Legacy of the World's Largest Scientific InstrumentSpringer, 2009
Housed by a 4 m diameter tunnel of 27 km circumference, with huge underground labs and numerous surface facilities, and set up with a precision of 0.1 mm per kilometer, the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) was not only the largest but also one of the most sophisticated scientific research instruments ever created by Man. Located at CERN,...
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Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets & Solutions, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"If there was an Encyclopedia Britannica of computer security, it would be Hacking Exposed, Third Edition." --Marty Roesch, creator of the Snort tool

"A critical step to knowing your enemy is first understanding their tools. Hacking Exposed, Third Edition delivers just that...and more."...
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Design and Management of Sustainable Built EnvironmentsSpringer, 2013

	Climate change is believed to be a great challenge to built environment professionals in design and management. An integrated approach in delivering a sustainable built environment is desired by the built environment professional institutions. The aim of this book is to provide an advanced understanding of the key subjects required...
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Expert SQL Server 2008 EncryptionApress, 2009
Every day organizations large and small fall victim to attacks on their data. Encryption provides a shield to help defend against intruders. Because of increasing pressure from government regulators, consumers, and the business community at large, the job descriptions of SQL DBAs and developers are expanding to include encryption. Expert SQL...
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